A theoretical investigation on the honeycomb potential fluid.
A local self-consistent Ornstein-Zernike (OZ) integral equation theory (IET) is proposed to provide a rapid route for obtaining thermodynamic and structural information for any thermodynamically stable or metastable state points in the bulk phase diagram without recourse to traditional thermodynamic integration, and extensive NVT-Monte Carlo simulations are performed on a recently proposed honeycomb potential in three dimensions to test the theory's reliability. The simulated quantities include radial distribution function (rdf) and excess internal energy, pressure, excess chemical potential, and excess Helmholtz free energy. It is demonstrated that (i) the theory reproduces the rdf very satisfactorily only if the bulk state does not enter deep into a two phases coexistence region; (ii) the excess internal energy is the only one of the four thermodynamic quantities investigated amenable to the most accurate prediction by the present theory, and the simulated pressure is somewhat overestimated by the theoretical calculations, but the deviation tends to vanish along with rising of the temperature; (iii) using the structural functions from the present local self-consistent OZ IET, a previously derived local expression, due to the present author, achieves even a higher accuracy in calculating for the excess chemical potential than the exact virial pressure formula for the pressure, and the resulting excess Helmholtz free energy is in surprisingly same with the simulation results due to offset of the errors. Based on the above observations, it is suggested that it may be a good procedure to integrate the theoretical excess internal energy along the isochors to get the excess Helmholtz free energy, which is then fitted to a polynomial to be used for calculation of all of other thermodynamic quantities in the framework of the OZ IET.